Enhancements to the CONNECTIONS application continue this summer with the implementation of incident date requirements for all substantiated allegations in CPS Investigations, as well as the modernization of the Vacancy Control module.

Both changes are tentatively scheduled for implementation on Friday, July 7th.

Edits added to the Allegations window of CPS Investigations, which will require an incident date entered on all substantiated allegations, are in support of *Administrative Directive (ADM) 17-OCFS-ADM-03*, available on the OCFS Intranet Site here: [http://ocfs.state.nyenet/policies/external/](http://ocfs.state.nyenet/policies/external/)

An Impact Analysis on the Vacancy Control modernization is now available on the Intranet and Internet; a Job Aid is forthcoming.

A more detailed overview of the build, pertaining to both Incident Date requirements and Vacancy Control, is available in the latest edition of the CONNECTIONS Build Bulletin, posted on the Intranet and Internet.